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of Lenin and the actual rule of Stalin—they have been almost
the best allies the Moscow government could have had., on the
one hand by obscuring all the issues and rendering the action of
a national revolutionary party impossible, and on the other by
enabling the Communist leadership to deceive not merely their
own rank and file, but themselves. The German Communist
party, the official party, that is, as opposed to the voters, was
proud to feel itself part of the world revolution; it was truly
international; it would not have dreamed of intruding a selfish
German interest on the general interest of the greater revolution;
it was even content to sacrifice the German revolution altogether
for the sake of the greater cause. To it, service to that cause could
take no better form than unquestioning obedience.
Drowned in a flood of ideology, it sincerely believed that
Russia was still a revolutionary power, and that her government
really believed itself to be and acted as the general staff of the
world revolution; believed it capable of the sacrifice which they
themselves were making. Certain bourgeois writers have ex-
pressed surprise that the experienced—today they are not so
experienced—revolutionaries in the Kremlin should have ever
believed that a Russian agency could possibly achieve any
success in a western democracy; according to taste they ascribe
the error to woeful lack of elementary political knowledge or to
supreme faith in prophecy. The mistake they make is ever to
think either that Moscow believed that it could achieve success,
or intended to let it achieve success if by some unfortunate
chance it ever seemed likely to do so. A naive American has quite
recently discovered that the Soviet Union is a conservative
factor of stability in Europe; he might have discovered at least
seven years ago that the one thing that the Soviet Union does
not want is a proletarian revolution in Western Europe, and, if
he had enquired a little more closely, he would have found
that its rulers hold that the best guarantee against inconvenient
revolutions is never to permit the growth of a national revolutionary
party. The surest check on the latent revolutionism of a free
people ever, as a result of economic or social events, threatening
to become organized into a movement capable of revolutionary

